Her Lone Wolves: An Enticing Tale of Sex and Shifters (Sapphire Desire
Book 2)

Part of the Sapphire Desire Series While
out in the wilderness taking photos for a
travel magazine, photographer Jane Evanss
car slides off the road during a sudden
snowstorm. She is found by Avery and
Caleb
Stanton,
two
tantalizingly
good-looking twins, and taken back to their
cabin in the mountains, where she also
meets the handsome, masterful Everett
McKinnon. Not only are the three men
strangers to her, but theyre also powerfully
built, quite mysterious and terribly sexy.
Trapped in the mountain cabin because of
the blizzard, Jane soon learns the three men
havent been with a woman in quite some
time, and they are as erotically drawn to
her as she is to them. But, much to her
astonishment, she also discovers that the
three turn into wolves once a month, and
the time of their imminent change is fast
approaching.
Will she survive their
transformations into wolves and, even if
she does, will Everett allow her to leave or
even remain alive now that shes discovered
their secret? The Sapphire Desire Series
Her Immortal Love Her Lone Wolves Her
Dark Lord - Coming Soon!
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